
KRONOS GOLF

MILLING CRAFTSMANSHIP
Our putters are milled from solid steel to maintain a 
seamless structure. We never cast, weld, or stamp our 
heads, because those methods create inconsistencies in 
the metal. The display piece pictured above is the first 
stage of milling. If you look closely at the putter head, 
it is almost exactly the same as the finished product, 
further highlighting the precision of our milling.

HEAD COVERS
We use genuine, full-grain leather for our head covers. 
Each one is hand-branded with a hot branding iron.

UST FREQUENCY FILTER SHAFT*
The diffuser in the mid-section filters out higher, 
unwanted vibrations and softens feel.

*Touch model only

CONTACT

www.KronosGolf.com
www.GolfingLinks.org
customerservice@golfinglinks.org

INNOVATION
We innovate in structural design to provide better feel 
with features such as a thicker top line, unique face 
scoring, and premium materials. However, our greatest 

innovation is in our manufacturing, allowing us to 
make more precise putters.

We do this by focusing on the early stages of 
manufacturing: design and milling. While 
most companies focus on grinding 
wheels and other post-milling 
techniques to finish their putters, 

we focus on reinventing designs 
and elevating the industry’s 

milling standard to an 
entirely different level. 

ABOUT
People always ask me how I got into 
putter making. My answer is, “I didn’t 
get into putter making, I grew up in it.” I 
grew up in the perfect conditions to make 
excellent putters. I grew up in Carlsbad, 
California where my backyard was and still 

is Callaway, TaylorMade, and Titleist’s 
test and manufacturing facilities.

My best friend’s dad runs a machine shop that 
mills prototype putters for some of the biggest 
and smallest names in golf. It is there that I 
learned my craft under their guidance, and it 

is there where we make our clubs. Over the 
years, life has taken me to various parts 

of the world, but I find myself back in 
Carlsbad doing the things I love most 
-- golfing and making golf clubs. 



“TOUCH”
Designed for exceptional touch. A thick 
top line puts mass behind the ball, 
creating a solid feel. The seamless one-
piece plumber’s neck ensures clear 
feedback.

3º Loft, 71º Lie, 2º Draft

1-Piece Billet Milled

RAW 303 Stainless Steel

Thick Top Line

Half Shaft Offset

Three Plane Sole

Compass Scored™ Face

“METRONOME”
This putter was named for the rhythmic 
motion of the musical timing device. 
Face balance, heavier weighting, and soft 
carbon steel facilitate a smooth stroke.

3º Loft, 70º Lie, 2º Draft

1-Piece Billet Milled

RAW 303 Stainless Steel

Face Balanced

Half Shaft Offset

Three Plane Sole

Compass Scored™ Face

PRECISION MILLING

BALANCE BLADE TESTED
A balanced putter can rest on a narrow 
beam directly under its sight line. This 
ensures the sweet spot is right in front of 
the sight line.

Our precision mill leaves signature swirls on 
our putters.

COMPASS SCOREDTM FACE
Large diameter score marks create a more 
consistent pattern throughout the face.
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Paying homage to a 1920s Bobby Locke 
classic, inspired by John Ashworth and 
his Linksoul company, Kronos is the first 
to redesign and mill this putter style in a 
modern interpretation.

Features include a lathed aluminum ferrule, 
leather grip,  and seamless milling from a 
solid block of steel.

3º Loft, 71º Lie, 3º Draft

1-Piece Billet Milled

RAW 303 Stainless Steel

Three Plane Sole

Compass Scored™ Face

“ D’ARCY ”
Paying homage to a 1920s Bobby Locke 
classic, inspired by John Ashworth and 
his Linksoul company, Kronos is the first 
to redesign and mill this putter style in a 
modern interpretation.

Features include a lathed aluminum ferrule, 
leather grip,  and seamless milling from a 
solid block of steel.
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1-Piece Billet Milled
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“ MANDALA ”
An innovation in classic putter design, the Swan 
TailTM flange deepens the center of gravity while 
maintaining a classic look at address.

This true center shafted putter further innovates 
with a subtly undercut neck, providing a clearer 
view of the ball and superior alignment.

3º Loft, 70º Lie, 2º Draft

1-Piece Billet Milled

RAW 303 Stainless Steel

Three Plane Sole

Swan TailTM Flange

Compass Scored™ Face

Face Balanced Center Shaft
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